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ABSTRACT: The hybrid technology that combines the OFDM and FSO is helps to improve the overall performance 

of the communication system. FSO is the free space optical communication system where that transmit the data in the 

form of optical signals. The maximum BER of a FSO system will improved by using OFDM in it. The orthogonal 

frequency division technique used either BPSK or QAM modulation techniques. The comparative analysis of the 

system performance by using these two modulation schemes in OFDM which included in the FSO were carried out in 

this paper. The spectral efficiency provided by these two modulation schemes are different. FSO is a wireless 

communication technique which can be used for both short distance and long distance communication. The hybrid 

technology that combine both OFDM and FSO is complex but highly efficient. The comparative analysis of bit error 

rate versus signal to noise ratio is carried out. These shows that the OFDM using QAM in FSO provide better 

performance than that of PSK. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Free-space optical communication (FSO) systems (in space and inside the atmosphere) have developed in response 

to a growing need for high-speed communication systems. Links involving satellites, deep-space probes, ground 

stations, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), high altitude platforms (HAPs), aircraft, and other nomadic communication 

partners are of practical interest. Moreover, all links can be used in both military and civilian contexts. FSO is the next 

frontier for net-centric connectivity, as bandwidth, spectrum and security issues favour its adoption as an adjunct to 

radio frequency (RF) communications. Free space optical (FSO) communication is similar to VLC but is not 

constrained to visible light, so ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) also fall into the FSO category. Additionally, there is 

no illumination requirement for FSO and so this tends to be used in narrow beams of focused light for applications such 

as communication links between buildings. FSO often uses laser diodes rather than LEDs for the transmission. 

 
 

Fig. 1. OFDM Basic Block Diagram 
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The information generated by a source is encoded by an encoder, interleaved, and modulated into an electrical 

waveform by an electrical modulator. In the optical modulator, the intensity of a light source is modulated by the output 

signal of the electrical modulator. The light source is a laser, characterized by its wavelength, power, and beam 

divergence angle. There is a collimator or telescope in the transmitter to determine the direction and the size of the laser 

beam. The receiver consists of an optical front end, a photodetector, a demodulator, a deinterleaver, and a decoder. The 

optical front end contains lenses focusing the received optical field onto a photodetector. The photodetector converts 

the received optical field to an electronic signal, which is demodulated. The demodulator output signal is deinterleaved 

and decoded. The decoded bits are fed into an information sink. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

In [1] used to describe about the major requirements and challenges of laser beam.  Which describe the effective 

way to use the laser beam as a light source for the transmission purpose. [2]The indoor link ranges over short range and 

the outdoor connectivity range is greater than the indoor link. The outdoor link is established with LOS connectivity 

that is affected greatly by the atmospheric condition. The fade margin of the FSO system compels the designer to 

increase the transmitter power. But it is very essential to select the transmitter power within the eye safety requirement. 

When fade margin is quite high, the link is unavailable and the transmission is interrupted. Meteorological effects like 

fog, rain, mist, scintillation etc. causes the light to fade. Besides the meteorological effects, the atmospheric phenomena 

like absorption and scattering attenuates the optical signal in free space. The occurrence of these phenomena depends 

on the geographical area which in turn limits the availability of the FSO link.[3] By calculating the bit error rate is 

an effective way to understanding the system performance. 
 

III. MODULATION SCHEMES 

 

The optical carrier can be modulated in its frequency, amplitude, phase, and polarization. The most commonly used 

schemes because of their relatively simple implementation are amplitude modulation with direct detection and phase 

modulation in combination with a homodyne or heterodyne receiver. The technically simplest digital modulation 

scheme is amplitude-shift keying (ASK). In optical systems it is referred to as on-off keying (OOK). OOK is an 

intensity modulation scheme where the light source (carrier) is turned on to transmit a logic ”one” and turned off to 

transmit a ”zero”. In its simplest form this modulation scheme is called NRZ (non-return-to-zero)-OOK. Besides NRZ 

also other codes exist. The most common one besides NRZ is RZ (return to- zero) coding. The advantages of RZ 

compared to NRZ are its higher sensitivity and the fact that the clock frequency lies within the modulation spectrum. 

Unfortunately, both NRZ and RZ can lead to loss of clock synchronization if long strings of ones or zeros are 

transmitted. This can be avoided with other coding systems such as Manchester coding, which is related to RZ but 

amounts to state changes at the beginning or in the middle of clock cycles - pulse position modulation. With such a 

variant of RZ the clock of the digital signal can easily be recovered. 
 

For OOK, the exact wavelength of the carrier and its phase are irrelevant for the demodulation. The receiver just 

directly detects the currently incoming power and compares it against a certain level. OOK is sensitive to amplitude 

distortion (fading) and propagation through different routes, while the second one is negligible for clear-sky conditions. 

Atmospheric obscuration e.g. in clouds can lead to significant attenuation of the received signal but is less important for 

FSO systems operating under clear-sky conditions. Coherent modulation systems are also used in optical 

communications. Usually, a binary coherent modulation scheme is used. For example binary phase shift keying 

(BPSK), where the phase of the coherent laser light is shifted between two states. Coherent receivers rely on the 

superposition of the received light with the light of a local oscillator. Instead of the local oscillator self-homodyne is 

also possible. This is used in differential phase shift keyed (DPSK) systems, which are less sensitive than BPSK 

systems. In BPSK systems typically some kind of optical phase-locked loop is required, which allows the local 

oscillator laser to be tuned exactly to the same frequency (or a frequency with a constant offset) and phase as the 

received carrier. The sensitivity of coherent receiver implementations is approximately one to two orders of magnitude 

better than the sensitivity of OOK systems but at the cost of higher system complexity and additional sensitivity to 

phase distortions of the received beam. 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of an optical communication system through atmospheric turbulence channels. 

 

Generally, an OOK system is more robust with regard to atmospheric distortion than a coherent modulation 

system. This is because for OOK the information is only encoded in intensity whereas PSK uses intensity and phase 

coding. Both the intensity and the phase of a beam are disturbed in atmospheric propagation. Further, OOK has mainly 

been used in optical fibre communications due to its low complexity. Additionally, many reliable and cost effective 

components are available in the market, which is important for the development of FSO communication terminals. As a 

result, OOK systems have been preferred for optical links inside the atmosphere. The advantages of FSO result from 

the basic characteristics of a laser beam, especially from its high frequency, coherency and low divergence, which lead 

to efficient delivery of power to a receiver and a high information carrying capacity. The basic characteristics of a laser 

beam provide the following additional advantages of FSO links: 

 A narrow beam guarantees high spatial selectivity so there is no interference with other links. 

 The high available bit rate allows them to be applied in all types of networks. 

 The optical band lies outside the area of telecommunication regulation; therefore no license is needed for 

operation. 

 The small size and small weight of optical terminals enables links to be easily integrated into mobile systems. 

 

IV. OFDM IN FREE SPACE OPTICAL COMMUNICATION 

 

Free Space Optics (FSO) is also called Wireless Optics that is gaining momentum among researchers to improve 

the data rate of the access points in broad band connectivity. Increase in the demand for high data rate can be met by 

the use of hybrid techniques like Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing based FSO that combines the OFDM 

with FSO system. OFDM symbol modulates the light which passes through free space to provide the point – point link. 

The FSO link is affected by various predictable and unpredictable phenomena that cause variation in the light passing 

through it. In OFDM based FSO system, besides the climatic condition caused variation in the signal power, it also 
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varies from symbol to symbol. Thus link availability of OFDM based FSO system depends not only on the atmospheric 

condition, but also on the signal power of the symbol. The FSO can be classified based on the ambient condition as- 

indoor link and outdoor link.OFDM being a parallel transmission system widely applied in the wireless environment 

that is affected by the multipath propagation effects. FSO being a wireless application, combining OFDM with FSO 

can provide new hybrid technology that can take the advantage of both OFDM and the FSO systems. The data rate of 

transmission can be increased by the OFDM modulation of the signal that can easily be transmitted through FSO link 

over window panes or terrace to form ubiquitous connectivity. While combining the two techniques, compatible system 

parameters have to be chosen. It use BPSK baseband modulation and the weak turbulent atmospheric condition was 

modelled by lognormal distribution. The power level of the OFDM signal varies from symbol to symbol, so the link 

margin under varying power level is calculated for different climatic condition. 

 

V. FSO – OFDM SYSTEM 

 

The hybrid technique FSO-OFDM consists of generating OFDM in the baseband domain which is used to modulate 

the optical source. Thus the electrical signal is converted into light that is subjected to varying climatic conditions. The 

complex OFDM signal is given as: 

 

 

 
 

Where T is the symbol duration, ak is the data bits, and w (.) is the rectangular window function. The above 

equation represents each symbolak is amplitude modulated on orthogonal subcarriers. This process is performed using 

the IFFT which guarantees that all the subcarriers are orthogonal to each other over the symbol interval. Here, we set 

the guard interval to zero and thus the OFDM symbol duration T equals to the Fourier analysis window. The OFDM 

signal with N subcarriers modulates the intensity of laser diode and it is considered to be linear. The optical power from 

the diode is represented as: 

 
Where Pt is the average transmitted optical power, mn is the Optical Modulation Index (OMI) for each 

subcarrier and the total OMI is given as: 

 

 
 

In FSO link, the field at any point of time can be written as product of free space attenuation and stochastic 

amplitude to describe the field variation. The free space attenuations are categorized as predictable and unpredictable 

attenuation. Geometric and molecular attenuation are the predictable attenuations whereas rain attenuation, snow 

attenuation, atmospheric attenuation, haze attenuation and scintillation attenuation are unpredictable attenuations. All 

these factors are summarized as power link margin that is percentage of time that the link is operating satisfactorily. 

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is one of the most popular techniques for broadband wireless 

communications and is known for its increased robustness against frequency selective fading, narrow-band 

interference, and high channel efficiency. Consequently, OFDM has been adopted in several high-speed digital 

communication standards such as digital terrestrial TV broadcasting and the IEEE 802.11 local area network (LAN). In 

FSO channel, theatmospheric turbulence causes irradiance fluctuations, known as scintillation, on the received signals 

propagating along a horizontal path near ground. Scintillation is mainly caused by small temperature variations in the 

atmosphere, resulting in refraction-index random variations. 
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V. BASIC CONFIGURATION OF OFDM SIGNAL TRANSMISSION OVER FSO LINK 
 

OFDM is a kind of multicarrier transmission in which high data rate streams are split into lower rate streams and 

then transmitted simultaneously over several narrow-band subcarriers. The subcarriers are themselves modulated by 

using phase shift keying (PSK) or quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and are then carried on a high frequency 

carrier. OFDM can be simply defined as a form of multicarrier modulation where its carrier spacing is carefully 

selected so that each subcarrier is orthogonal to the other subcarriers and can be separated at the receiver by correlation 

techniques; hence, inter symbol interference among channels can be eliminated. The set of orthogonal carriers is 

realized by using the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) at the transmitter and the fast Fourier transform (FFT) at the 

receiver.OFDM-FSO system support high data rates by splitting a high-rate data-stream into a number of low-rate data-

streams and transmitting these over a number of narrowband subcarriers. The narrowband subcarrier data-streams 

experience smaller distortions than high-speed ones and require no equalization. Moreover, most of the required signal 

processing is performed in the free space domain. This is advantageous because microwave devices are much more 

mature than their optical counterparts and because the frequency selectivity of microwave filters and the frequency 

stability of microwave oscillators are significantly better than that of corresponding optical devices. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Basic configuration of OFDM signal transmission over FSO link 

 

The subcarriers are themselves modulated by using phase shift keying (PSK) or quadrature amplitude modulation 

(QAM) and are then carried on a high frequency carrier. OFDM can be simply defined as a form of multicarrier 

modulation where its carrier spacing is carefully selected so that each subcarrier is orthogonal to the other subcarriers 

and can be separated at the receiver by correlation techniques, hence, inter symbol interference among channels can be 

eliminated.The set of orthogonal carriers is realized by using the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) at the 

transmitter. In addition, the channel estimation based on block type pilot arrangement is performed by sending pilots at 

every sub-channel and using this estimation for a specific number of following symbols. The input signal is taken as 

series of bits/symbols which are base band modulated also called mapping. This converts the signal into complex form. 

The mapped signal is converted from serial to parallel form and IFFT is computed to obtain the OFDM symbol. To the 

generated OFDM symbol, cyclic prefix (CP) bits/guard bands are added for improved system performance followed by 

parallel to serial conversion and digital to analogue conversion. At the receiver, the reverse process is carried out after 

being detected by the photo diode and FFT is taken to convert the OFDM symbol back into complex bit sequences. De-

mapping converts the complex signal into original bit sequences. 
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VI. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

The simulation result shows that the OFDM-FSO system with QAM modulation have more spectral efficiency than 

that of the PSK modulation technique since it have more constellation points. Also the particular SNR value the BER 

will be less in QAM than that of PSK. Results shows that the OFDM-FSO system with QAM is more efficient than that 

of PSK. But the OFDM-FSO system with PSK provide better performance than that of regular FSO system. The 

combination of the OFDM in FSO will helps to improve performance of the FSO communication system. Fig. 4 and 

fig. 5 gives the comparative study of PSK and QAM modulation technique. Fig. 6 and fig. 7 gives the efficiency of the 

system in both PSK and QAM. From fig. 4 and fig. 5, the QAM system performs well than that of PSK in FSO-OFDM 

system.  Also the fig. 6 and fig. 7 reviles the idea that efficiency will be better in   QAM system than that of PSK 

modulation technique. 

 
 

     

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this paper, the free space optical communication system integrated with OFDM is analysed. The results 

shows that the system performance can be improved by using this hybrid technology which combine both FSO and 

OFDM. The bit error versus signal to noise analysis using PSK and QAM is carried out. Which provide the information 

that the QAM is better than the PSK modulation technique in system since it have more constellation points. Also on 

analysing the spectral efficiency of the system by using both PSK and QAM, shows that the efficiency is high in QAM 

on each of SNRvalue.The overall result shows that the hybrid  technology that combines both OFDM and FSO will 
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provide improved performance than that of simple FSO system. The OFDM modulated signal will be transmitted 

through the free space in the form of optical signal by using optical modulation of the signal. The emerging technology 

that provide both OFDM and FSO is a high scope technology in wireless communication. 
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